We'introduce an operator formalism for random sequential adsorption on lattices and in continuous space. This provides a convenient framework for deriving series expansions for the deposition rate de /dt in powers oft. Several specific examples-the square lattice with nearestneighbor exclusion, and with exclusion extended to next-nearest neighbors, and disks and oriented squares on the plane-are considered in detail. Precise estimates for 8(t) and the jamming coverage are obtained via Pad6 approximant analysis. These are found to be in excellent agreement with simulation results. A diagrammatic expansion for dt9 /dt is derived, and its relation to the equilibrium Mayer series is elucidated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random sequential adsorption (RSA) is an irreversible process which particles are deposited consecutively on a surface. Their positions are chosen at random, but each particle excludes a certain area from further occupation. One is interested in the time-dependent surface coverage 8(t), and in the asymptotic or jamming coverage 8, . While the particle distribution differs from that in the corresponding equilibrium hard-core system, the two problems are related at low coverages. Indeed, Widom' showed that the coefficients in the expansion of the adsorption rate, de /dt in powers of the coverage, are related (up to order 8 *) to the virial coefficients of an equilibrium system. The third-order coefficient for RSA of hard disks was recently obtained by Schaaf and Talbot.2 Much attention has also focused on lattice RSA, which has been studied via exact solutions in one dimension ( 1D) ,1*3*4 and via Monte Carlo simulations'-' closed-form approximations8v9 and series expansions"*" for d)2. In this paper we introduce an operator formalism for RSA, and use it to derive extended series for O(t). In particular, we are able to extend the series for disks to four terms. We apply various transformations and Pad6 approximant techniques to the series in order to derive precise predictions for the evolution of the coverage, and for 8,.
Series expansions for RSA have been derived previously by Evans" and by Baram and Kutasov. ' ' Here we present an alternative method for deriving such series, and report extended series for several cases: ( 1) the square lattice with nearest-neighbor (NN) exclusion; (2) the square lattice with nearest-and next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) exclusion; (3) disks; and (4) oriented squares on the plane. We also derive a diagrammatic expansion for RSA, analogous to the equilibrium Mayer series. It turns out that the coefficient of t ' in the series for d0( t)/dt is a sum over connected (n + 1) -point graphs; the difference from the equilibrium Mayer series comes in the labeling factors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the operator formalism in Sec. II. Section III illustrates its application to the exactly soluble case of dimer RSA in 1D. Details of the derivation of series for (20) lattice RSA are given in Sec. IV. Section V presents the diagrammatic expansion of RSA in continuous space, and its application to disks and squares. In Sec. VI we analyze the series and compare our predictions for the coverage with simulation results. Section VII contains a summary and brief discussion of our findings.
II. OPERATOR FORMALISM
The process of RSA on a lattice L is conveniently described in terms of an operator formalism.'* Denote the configuration of the lattice by I{a,}), where for each x& a, = 0 ( 1) if site x is vacant (occupied). Then the state of the system may be written in the form
ox wherep({a, ),t> is the probability distribution on configuration space. Define creation and annihilation operators A i and A, with the obvious properties
A,ICd> = ~,lC% -Yl),
where co, + y) t b, -y}) is the configuration {a,} with a particle added (removed) at site y. In RSA any site may become occupied, provided it does not lie in the exclusion region of a previously adsorbed particle. Let R, be the operator which is 1 (0) operating on configurations in which site x lies outside (within) the set of excluded sites. On the square lattice with nearest-neighbor exclusion, for example, Dickman, Wang, and Jensen: Random sequential adsorption A I! Ir, ,...,r,) = Ir, ,...,r,,x), A, Ir , ,...,r,) = i S(x -ri) (r 1 9-di,...,rn >, i=l Rx =A,+.,Af,+,,A,-.,Ar-.,A,+elAf;+e,Ax-,A~-,,
where e, and e2 denote unit lattice vectors. Using this notation, we may write the master equation for RSA in the form dly) = s p(t)),
where the slash denotes removal of a particle. The evolution operator is
where R,, is 1 (0) operating on configurations without (with) disks centered within B of r. 
where a denotes the area of a disk. The condition for a nonvanishing inner product is that for each i = l,...,n, 3j-c i such that Iri -rj 1 < cr. If this condition is not fulfilled then we may bring (A T, -1) to the left of all the other operators, so that the inner product is zero. If it is fulfilled, we may drop all of the creation operators, and then the inner product is ( -1)". Thus the deposition rate for disks on the plane is again governed by Eq. (9)) with S( n 1 now given by + 1 + 2 ; C n= 1 n. x,...xn (IA~RoSx,~~*&NIO).
The summand is either zero or ( -1 )", depending on whether any of the factors ( 1 -A, )A f; may be commuted to the left of all other operators. If such a rearrangement is possible, the inner product evidently vanishes. Let x,=0. The condition for a nonzero contribution is that for each i=l ,...,n, site xi is blocked by a preceding site in the sequence. That is, for each i, 3j < i such that xi = xi or xi is excluded by xi. If this condition holds, then somewhere to the left of the factor ( 1 -A,,)A f;, in SX, there lies another A z,. Since (A i ) * = 0, only the factors A z, ( -AxiA z,) contribute and the inner product is simply ( -1)".
(8)
where D(x,) is a circle of radius cr centered at x0 = 0, and D(x,,x, ) is the union of circles centered at x0 and x,. D(xi,,x,,..., x, _ , ) is the union of circles at x0,x ,,..., x, _ , ; or stated differently, it is the region excluded to centers of subsequent disks, given disks at x0,x ,,..., x, _ , . The expansions given in Eqs. (9) and ( 14) were originally derived by Evans, lo using a geometrical argument.
Thus we have found a relation between the evolution of RSA and a lattice combinatorial problem. Call the number of distinct sequences (O,x,,...,x, ) satisfying the above-defined condition S(n). Then we have simply
n=l which is the expansion originally derived by Evans." In the following section we apply this result to the exactly soluble dimer problem in lD, and in Sec. IV we consider its application to two-dimensional lattices. To conclude this section, we show how the operator formalism may be applied to RSA in continuous space.
Consider, for example, RSA of nonoverlapping disks of diameter u on the plane. Let Ir,,...,r, > denote the configuration with disks centered at r,,...,r,, and define creation and annihilation operators through To illustrate the evaluation of the expansion coefficients S(n ), we consider first the RSA of dimers on a one-dimensional lattice. The rule for the process is that a particle at site i blocks sites i + 1 and i -1 from becoming occupied. Thus S(n) is the number of sequences (iO,il,...,in), (i,rO), with the property that for each k = l,...,n, 3j< k such that 14 -ik I < 1. Let S( n,w) be the number of such sequences containing exactly w distinct sites. Then we have the recurrence relation S(n + 1,w) = wS(n,w) + 2S(n,w -l),
(15) which may be iterated to yield S( 1) = 3, S(2) = 11, S( 3) = 47, etc. Define the generating function gkY) = FWp(n,w). (16) Equation ( 15 ) (17) while S( 0,l) = 1 and S( n,w) = 0 for w<O imply the bound-TABLE I. Series-expansion coefficients S(n) for the rate of deposition in RSA on the square lattice with nearest-neighbor (NN) and with nearest- The solution for the deposition rate is (19)
9 10
in agreement with the exact solution' P3'4 11 12
This solution exhibits an exponential approach to jamming, which is typical of lattice RSA.
IV. APPLICATION TO LATTICE RSA IN TWO DIMENSIONS
In this section we consider two RSA processes on the square lattice: adsorption with nearest-neighbor exclusion (NN), and with nearest-and next-nearest-neighbor exclusion (NNN). Viewed in the dual lattice, the latter process is seen to represent RSA of 2X2 squares. Our problem is to find the coefficients S( n ) appearing in Eq. (9). For the NN case, S(n) is the number ofsequences (x, = O,x,,...,x, ) with the property that for each k = I,...,n, 3j< k such that ]xI -xk I< 1; for NNN this is extended to ]xj -xk ] <a. The enumeration problem is simplified slightly by defining T(n) as the number of sequences (x~,x,,...,x,) as above, with x,#O. Then [with T(0) = 11, where the sum is over all clusters of size n + 1 or smaller. Given the N, ,", one may determine the contribution at the next order through the relation N%+,n + 1 =i&,, + CN~,,,, , 16' wherejis the size of cluster Ce and the sum is over all clusters of size j -1 which are subsets of % . The enumeration algorithm begins with the two-site clusters, and generates threesite clusters 55' R by running through the possible choices for x2 (i.e., the set of perimeter sites). The 55' 11 are then sorted into distinct clusters, to eliminate redundant operations at later stages. The algorithm then proceeds recursively. Our results for the expansion coefficients, S( n ), are presented in Table I . Analysis of the series and comparison with simulation results will be considered in Sec. VI. S(n) = i: Tg'). The T(n) are readily evaluated by means of a computer enumeration algorithm. To begin, one sets x0 = 0 and takes x1 as one of the nearest neighbors of the origin. (For the NNN case the possibility that x, is a next-nearest neighbor of 0 must be considered). Next, the set U, of choices for x2 is generated. Then, for each choice ofx,, the corresponding set 17, is constructed, etc. In this fashion each sequence contributing to T( n ) is enumerated.
An alternative, and more efficient enumeration procedure is to keep track of the contribution that each distinct cluster % makes to S( n ) . By a cluster of size k we mean a set of distinct sites x0 ,..., xk _ , connected via nearest-neighbor bonds (for the NN problem), and by nearest-and/or nextnearest-neighbor bonds (for the NNN case). Classifying the various sequences in S( n ) according to their corresponding clusters, we may write
V. CONNECTION WITH THE MAYER SERIES
We now show how the expansion derived in Sec. II is related to the virial expansion for the (equilibrium) harddisk fluid. Define a "Mayer function"& =f(xi -xi ) to be -1 for Ix, -xi I <o and zero otherwise. Then the coefficients S(n) may be written as
S ( 
The integral is over the area A; S(n) is independent of A in the limit A -+ CX) . The integrals may be represented by graphs in the same manner as used in the cluster expansion for fluids. I3 We have, for example,
-t ~(2) = 2L, +A
-S(3) = 615 + 7E+ 2a + 5B +m (31)
Each point represents an integral variable xi; a line connecting points iandjcorresponds to a factorxY. The contribution from a graph G is A -' times the integral over xo,...,x, of the appropriate product ofJI, factors. In general, ( -1) "S( n) is given by a sum of contributions of all connected graphs of n + 1 points. The multiplicative coefficient ("labeling factor") for an (unlabeled) graph G is the number of topologitally distinct ways oflabeling Gsuch thatpoint k isconnected to apointj < k. Comparing the expansion for d0 /dt (in powers oft), in RSA with the corresponding expansion of the grand potential (in powers of the fugacity ), for the equilibrium hard-disk fluid, we see that while the set of graphs is the same, the labeling factors are different. Since there is no restriction on the ordering of labels in the equilibrium expansion, the labeling factors are, in general, larger than in RSA. For smail n the labeling factors are easily obtained by hand. But for n>5 the number of terms is simply too large for enumeration on paper. (The integrals for n<6 involve a total of 625 300 labeled graphs and 995 unlabeled graphs.) We devised a computer algorithm to determine the labeling factors, using the following procedure. First, the set of n-point labeled graphs (with labels satisfying the above-mentioned ordering restriction), is generated by expanding the product in Eq. (28). Each labeled graph is represented by an adjacency matrix: ati = 1 if points i and j are connected, and 0 otherwise. The set of labeled graphs is now partitioned into equivalence classes, i.e., of graphs corresponding to the same unlabeled graph by constructing the canonical labeling for each graph.14 Among all the (n + 1 )! matrices obtained by permuting the labels, the canonical labeling is the one giving the largest value for a, la,2* * *a,, + ,,n + , , taken as a binary number of length (n + 1) 2. [Transformation to the canonical form takes (n + I)! operations for each labeled graph. ] Two labeled graphs correspond to the same unlabeled graph if their canonical forms are the same. Thus the labeling factor for an unlabeled graph G is the cardinality of the equivalence class corresponding to G. This algorithm is not very efficient, but is satisfactory for our purposes. It takes 24 h on a VAX 3200 to obtain the factors for ng6.
For hard disks, the cluster integrals (for star graphs) are known for n<5,'5*'6 while for oriented squares the 539 star graphs with n<7 have been evaluated." The latter calculation is for nonoverlapping squares of side (T, oriented always in the same direction, as Hoover and DeRocco" observed that the Mayer functions for oriented squares or cubes may be factored into products of Mayer functions for hard rods in 1D. As in the equilibrium case, the cluster integral for a singly connected graph G is the product S, . * *S, of the star graphs comprising G.13 For the disk problem Schaaf and Talbot* have obtained a series for the deposition rate up to 0( 8 3). We have extended their result by one additional term. As a check on our result we note that in one dimension (nonoverlapping rods), the coefficient so calculated agrees with the known exact result,4 and that when the labeling factors for the equilibri-TABLE II. Coefficient S(n) of the time series of the coverage in random sequential adsorption. The parameter b = n~?/2 is the second virial coefficient of the corresponding equilibrium system of disks. S(4) for the disks is a numerical estimate from the data of Kratky. The dimension of the squares is ~7x0. urn fluid system are used, we reproduce the known virial coefficients. As a further check on our result for S( 4), we performed a precise Monte Carlo integration. The latter yields S( 4) = 86.0 16 ( 8 ) , confirming our calculated value of 86.028. Our results for the expansion coefficients S(n) for disks and oriented squares are listed in Table II .
VI. ANALYSIS OF SERIES
We now consider how the series may be used to derive useful predictions for 0(t) and the jamming coverage 8,. In each of the four cases studied, the series appears to have a very small radius of convergence, if any. On physical grounds we expect 0(t) to be well behaved for all t > 0; the rapid increase in the magnitude of the coefficients reflects the complicated structure of the solution, already evident in lD, Eq. (21) . Note that the coverage in the one-dimensional dimer problem is a simple exponential function of y= 1 -e-', which suggests that we employ this variable rather than tin the analysis. This was recognized by Baram and Kutasov," who derived the estimate 8, = 0.3641( 1) for the NN problem from a lo-term series for 8(y) (the figure in parentheses represents the uncertainty). Similarly, we transform our 14-term series for 8(t) to a series in y. The actual dependence of 8 upon y is not known, but is presumably exponential, if not more complicated. We therefore transform a second time, to z = ( 1 -e -by)/b, and examine the behavior of various PadC approximants to the z series. As is shown in Fig. 1 , the resulting estimates for 8, are in close agreementforb = 1.12-1.24 (the [5, 8] , [5, 9] , [6, 7] , [6, 8] , [ 7, 6] , [ 7, 7] , and [ 8, 6 ] approximants all cross in this interval), yielding a jamming coverage of 0.364 133 (3). This result is in very close agreement with the best simulation estimate' (see Table III ). An alternative method for estimating the jamming coverage involves inverting the series for 8(t) and then forming a series for de /dt in powers of 8. Estimating 8, as the coverage for which the deposition rate vanishes yields the rather poor estimate of 0.3755. Clearly, Pad& approximant analysis of the transformed series is a more precise and reliable method.
Our analysis of the NNN series involves a similar procedure. Privman, Wang, and Nielaba" have recently pointed out that for this problem the asymptotic approach to jamming is given by 8, -0(t) a e-t'4. We therefore transform to y = 4( 1 -e -f'4), and subsequently to z = I( 1 -e-by)/b. We then examine the behavior of 19, as given by several Pad& approximants to the z series, and again select the b value associated with the closest agreement among the approximants. We find that the [ 7, 3] , [ 541, [4,5], and [ 3,7] Table III ), and with Nord and Evans' estimate of 0.1870 from truncation of the master equation. ' In Fig. 2 we compare series and simulation results" for 0(t); they agree to within the statistical uncertainty of the simulation.
Compared with lattice RSA problems, the analysis of series for continuous-space RSA is more difficult for several reasons: the asymptotic behavior is nonexponential; the analytic structure of the solution is more complex;3 and the available series are shorter than for lattice RSA. Analytical arguments'8-20 and numerical results" indicate that the asymptotic approach to jamming is via a power law. For 
The first step in analyzing the series is to transform to an expansion variable which reflects the expected asymptotic behavior. For oriented squares we transform to
which has the desired limiting behaviors, w z t for t-r 0 and wz 1 -In t/bt as t+ 03. As in the analysis of the NNN problem, we examine the behavior of several Pad& approximants to find a b value where the estimates for 0, are consistent. Of the six-and seven-term approximants, [ $21, [ 3,4] , [4, 2] , and [ 3, 3] are reasonably well-behaved functions of 6. 
The ratios of coefficients in they series are best behaved for b = 3; the [ 3,2] Pad& approximant then yields 8, = 0.5479, quite close to the simulation value of 0.5470.23 The details of the analysis are given in the Appendix. In fact, the [3, 2] approximant yields reasonable values when we use b in the interval 2-4 (we obtain 8, = 0.5526 and 0.5539 for b = 2 and 4, respectively). The [ 2,3 ] approximant, on the other hand, yields 0, = 0.587, a substantial overestimate. We have tried several other transformations of the series for the disk series [for example, the variable z = ( 1 -e-cy)/c], but have not been able to obtain more-accurate results. Evidently, the series for disks is simply too short to yield very precise values for the coverage.
VII. SUMMARY
We have presented a new approach to deriving series for the deposition rate in RSA on lattices and in continuous space, based on an operator representation of the master equation. We have also elucidated the relation between the RSA problem and the virial expansion of the corresponding equilibrium fluid.
The four specific applications-the NN and NNN square lattice problems, and oriented squares, and disks, in continuous space-present different levels of difficulty of analysis. For the NN problem we are able to generate a 13-term series for the deposition rate (in about an hour on an IBM 3090), and thence to derive the most precise estimates for the jamming coverage yet presented. For the NNN problem, and for oriented squares, our methods yield results which are in good agreement with the best existing simulation and theoretical estimates. The disk problem presents the greatest difficulty, and our present extension of the series by one term does not lead to an improved estimate for the jamming coverage. Our best results are obtained by transforming the series for the coverage (in powers oft) to a variable with the appropriate limiting behavior, and then performing a PadC approximant analysis. We expect this method to find application in other RSA problems, such as anisotropic objects and multilayer adsorption.
APPENDIX
As an illustration of our method, we present the details of the analysis of the series for disks. For disks of unit radius, the time derivative of the coverage is given by rr times the right-hand side of Eq. (9). Inserting the coefficients given in Table II 
The asymptotic coverage is found be setting y = 1 in the above expression, yielding 8, = 0.547 88.
